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TAXIS — INDUSTRY REFORM 

Motion 

Resumed from 11 May on the following motion moved by Ms R. Saffioti — 

That this house calls on the Minister for Transport to immediately address the concerns and hardship 
being faced by the taxi industry. 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan) [5.44 pm]: I continue my contribution to the debate on the motion. This has 
been a confusing issue. The Minister for Transport said that he would not introduce legislation until next year, 
after the election. Now we understand that he will introduce legislation tomorrow, which we are all looking 
forward to reading, but I have concerns that parts of the taxi industry have not been consulted, particularly 
those who have a lot of skin in the game—the taxi plate owners. Given they had a meeting last night and they 
were not aware of this legislation coming forward, I would say that there may not have been significant 
consultation. 

I want to go through this issue, because many government members always have an incredulous look on their 
face as if to say, “How dare you stand up and make statements of fact!” I feel for many of the participants in 
the industry, because they have been overlooked by this government; they are not on the Terrace and they do 
not have big lobby groups acting for them. The taxi industry comprises a lot of small business owners. They 
did not employ a fancy lobbyist and they were not in the minister’s office every week, as many other people 
were. As a result, I think that many of them are experiencing hardship. When we consider the time frame 
around this issue, I cannot believe it has taken this long to get some certainty for the industry. Every week we 
have seen a significant impact on many people in the industry. Members know that Uber first briefed the 
Minister for Transport in August or September 2014 and that in October 2014 Uber came into the 
marketplace. In the following year the government released a green paper. In December last year the minister 
put out a media release in which he said that reforms would be introduced in two stages and that details of the 
reform would be announced by the end of the first quarter of this year, that regulations would be introduced 
by 30 June this year and that legislation would be prepared for next year. 

The minister said that the second stage would involve legislation. It now appears that legislation is coming 
into this place tomorrow, and I am looking forward to seeing its content. I find that the minister congratulates 
himself every time he does something, as though he shocks himself that he has done something! I find that he 
does that all the time, so I expect that he will be congratulating himself for bringing in some certainty after 
what has been two years of complete confusion in the industry, with the industry basically being ignored. The 
minister is there to administer and represent the taxi industry. The minister has treated these people poorly. He 
has treated small business people poorly. As I said, that is just because they do not have drinks with the 
minister on the Terrace and they do not mix in the minister’s circle; they are not part of the business 
community that wants the minister to be leader! Just because they are not part of the minister’s social set, they 
should not be treated poorly. I genuinely feel that the government has treated poorly people who have 
invested in this industry—an industry that the Parliament and the government of the day regulated. 

I remember back in 2006 when the Labor government tried to deregulate the taxi industry through a voluntary 
buyback system. The Liberal Party went crazy opposing it. We proposed a voluntary buyback in which the 
then Minister for Planning and Infrastructure and the Labor government of the day offered a significant return 
for the taxi plates. It was a voluntary buyback. Parts of the industry, together with the Liberal Party, opposed 
that buyback. What is this government doing now? Basically, it is going to rip the value out of these plates in 
which many families have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars. Tomorrow, the bill needs to address 
a number of key issues. The first is compensation. What will the minister do? As I said, these plates have had 
significant value. What assistance and what transition will the minister give? This is the key point for many in 
the tax industry, in particular, approximately 1 000 plate owners. I have thought about the issue of 
compensation long and hard. As I say, I normally go through all the points of view, but many have invested in 
an industry in which the government created value. We can debate whether it is the right thing or the wrong 
thing to do, but it happened. The government created value through quotas and regulation. What will the 
government offer to plate owners? I have spoken to many plate owners, and some have been in the industry 
for a long time, but many have entered the industry recently and invested $300 000 for plates. They spent a lot 
of money on those plates and they are trying to service that, so the issue of compensation is a real one. As 
I said, through all industry adjustment packages I have always seen pretty much industry funded 
compensation packages. I have seen those in many cases supplemented by the consolidated fund—when we 
transitioned the old-growth forests and when we transition the potato industry. Whenever there is a significant 
transition, we have to look at the value that the current government regulation legislation creates. 
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I want to go through similar issues. I understand the government is saying that taxis can keep hail-and-rank 
services, so they can still operate from taxi ranks and can be hailed down. My view is that that is not a real 
benefit. The Uber app is just a hail mechanism; it is an electronic, not physical, system. Any idea that having 
access to hail and rank is somehow worth hundreds of thousands of dollars to a taxi plate owner is completely 
false, because the whole system has now basically been eroded and, as I said, the app creates an electronic 
hailing system. Also, Uber creates its own taxi ranks. I think trying to say that somehow hail and rank is worth 
hundreds and thousands of dollars to plate owners or drivers is actually false. I read an article, I think, yesterday, 
in The West Australian about Swan Taxis. I feel primarily for the plate owners, because they are the small 
businesspeople who have put their savings into or borrowed for those plates. As I said, we can all argue about 
the types of services that many of the dispatch services have and all that, but the reality is that the government 
allowed it to happen. The government created this bureaucratic, regulatory industry; that is all it did. Again, as 
my colleague said, I think the government is offering $20 000 per plate, and I do not think the industry will 
support that. 

I turn to the issue of licence fees. I do not call services like the Uber “rideshare”, because frankly they are 
basically taxi services. Rideshare is just sort of a hip name to give taxi services. What payment should there be to 
access this service? I saw a letter written to the Premier by Uber in the paper a couple of days ago rejecting the 
concept of a $600 fee. Frankly, I think that is trying it on. These are the people who have operated outside 
regulation and, ultimately, if we look at it from a fairness point of view, what are they paying taxpayers in WA 
to use our roads and our infrastructure to make money? It is not about the poor little Uber drivers that they try to 
portray. Uber takes about 25 per cent of a driver’s income, and that goes overseas. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: They do not pay GST. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: They do not pay GST. Uber is using the roads—roads that taxpayers paid for, that mums and 
dads paid for—and the profits are basically being sent to a multinational company. That is what is happening 
here. Uber does not care about this whole idea that any fees will impact the poor driver—let us face it. I think 
that is a real issue and we want some fairness in the system. The other issue is security. Will there still be 
a requirement for one type of security in taxis and a different type of security in other cars? There are a number 
of key issues. Everyone is calling for a level playing field, but I suppose, like always, people have different 
interpretations of what a level playing field means. I think that in trying to establish a level playing field we have 
to look at the costs and what some parts of industry have to pay compared with others to provide a similar 
service. As I said, we know that Uber is here to stay, but I do not agree with what it has been doing. I do not 
agree with lobbying ministers directly through very prominent lobbying firms. I know we have disruptors in the 
economy, I understand that, but are governments now just helpless? Do they just sit there allowing overseas 
companies to come in and operate outside our laws and regulations? Obviously, this is where this government is 
at. As I said, I understand that there are new ways of delivering taxi services, but we have to look after those 
people who have invested in the industry. I fear that what is being proposed will not do that. Again, a party that 
is meant to support small businesspeople has turned its back on them. It has basically let the industry go 
unregulated for 18 months to two years—completely unregulated—meaning significant hardship for many plate 
owners and drivers. There is enormous uncertainty and, as I said, I do not think it is fair. 

When New South Wales announced its reform, it implemented regulation audits at the same time. When our 
state government announced its changes in December last year, a couple of days after New South Wales had, it 
was just via media statement, and even those who were hesitant to ride a service that they thought was 
unregulated thought the government had deregulated it in December. The government basically deregulated the 
industry by stealth. It has done nothing to educate the public about the differing insurance issues, the differing 
safety issues and the differing security issues. Queensland has been a lot tougher and has penalised drivers who 
operate outside its existing legislation, so it has enforced its own laws, which is pretty radical compared with 
what this government has done. South Australia has also been a lot tougher in its approach. 

I want to conclude my comments in relation to the Liberal Party on this issue. Many of the taxidrivers who have 
come to see me say they have been big supporters of their local members. Many have told me that they have 
heard of taxidrivers handing out how-to-vote cards for their local Liberal Party members. They are big 
supporters, but they have been let down by the Liberal Party members—absolutely let down. With issues such as 
land tax, it appears that members on the other side are comatose in the party room. I just cannot believe what 
ministers on that side do to their backbench and what they get away with. It would never happen under us! I look 
to the member for Swan Hills as an example. He is neglected and trashed, but he still comes here and toes the 
Liberal Party line absolutely. That is another example. I know that privately even some ministers talk to taxi 
plate owners and taxidrivers and tell them they feel for them and support them, and that they will raise this issue, 
but they have said nothing publicly. The Liberal Party has disappointed many people. Liberal members have 
neglected to take into account the livelihoods of people who have invested their money into an industry. 
Ultimately, we need a sustainable industry. 
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Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 
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